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Abstract—Delay tolerant networks (DTNs) are a special type
of wireless mobile networks which may lack continuous network
connectivity. Multicast is an important routing function that
supports the distribution of data to a group of users, a service
needed for many potential DTNs applications. While multicasting
in the Internet and mobile ad hoc networks has been studied
extensively, efficient multicasting in DTNs is a considerably
different and challenging problem due to the probabilistic nature
of contact among nodes. This paper aims to provide a non-
replication multicasting scheme in DTNs while keeping the
number of forwardings low. The address of each destination is
not replicated, but is assigned to a particular node based on
its contact probability level and node active level. Our scheme
is based on a dynamic multicast tree where each leaf node
corresponds to a destination. Each tree branch is generated
at a contact based on thecompare-split rule proposed in this
paper. The compare part determines when a new search branch
is needed, and the split part decides how the destination set
should be partitioned. When only one destination is left in the
destination set, we use either wait (no further relay) or focus (with
further relay) to reach the final destination. The effectiveness of
our approach is verified through extensive simulation.

Index Terms—contact, delay tolerant networks (DTNs), effi-
cient protocols, multicast, opportunistic routing

I. I NTRODUCTION

With the advancement in technology, the communication de-
vices with wireless interfaces become more and more univer-
sal. Recently, delay tolerant networks (DTNs) [1] technologies
have been proposed to allow nodes in such extreme networking
environments to communicate with one another. Delay tolerant
networks are wireless networks where most of the time there
does not exist an end-to-end path between some or all of the
nodes in the network. The nature of node contact1 is non-
deterministic. These networks have a variety of applications
including crisis environments, such as emergency responseand
military battlefields, vehicular communication, and deep-space
communication.

Several DTNs unicast routing schemes have been proposed
[2], [3], [4]. However, having an efficient delivery servicefor
multicast traffic is equally important. We cannot directly apply
the multicast approaches proposed for the Internet or well-
connected mobile ad hoc networks to DTNs environments

1In DTNs, routes are comprised of a cascade of time-dependentcontacts
(communication opportunities) used to move messages from theirorigins
toward their destinations [1].

because of the sparse connectivity among nodes in DTNs.
There also has been some work on multicast routing protocols
in DTNs [5], [6], [7], [8], and [9]. Existing work focuses on
three models: (a)single node(also calledferry) model ([5]
and [6]), in which one single node holds all destinations and
delivery to each destination at contacts through movement;(b)
multiple copies model([7] and [8]), in which the destination
set is replicated at a contact once a certain condition related
to the quality of the encountered node is satisfied; (c)single
copy model[9], where a single copy of each destination is
maintained where destinations can be scattered at different
nodes. Each destination is forwarded to an encountered node
if it has a higher probability to reach the corresponding
destination. This forwarding rule is calledpriority-based-split
in this paper.

Our scheme is based on the single copy model with the
objective to reach destinations quickly while minimizing the
number of forwardings. We observe that pure priority-based-
split may produce an excessive number of forwardings (e.g.,
for a succession of small improvements). We propose to use
the nodeactive level together with the contactprobability
level to determine when and how to split a destination set
during a contact. The notion of the active level is based on the
observation that an active node has a better chance to contact
a higher priority node later to improve its delivery time. More
specifically, we have the following two notions:

• Probability level with respect to a destination, a priori
knowledge or estimation of the number of contacts with
the destination in a given period.

• Active levelof a node, a priori knowledge or estimation
of the number of total contacts in a given period.

In this paper, we propose acompare-splitscheme at each
contact during the construction of a dynamic multicast tree.
The first step is the compare part. When nodea, with a
destination subset, has a contact with nodeb without any
destination subset, we set the condition for splitting as follows:
split occurs when the sum of the probability levels for all
destinations associated withb is higher than the one associated
with a. The second step is the split part. We propose aratio-
based-split, which splits the destination subset based on the
active levels of two encountered nodes. We then present an
optimal split algorithm, which partitions the destination subset



based on the calculated ratio such that the combined sum of
the probability levels at nodesa andb are maximized.

When there is only one destination in the message holder’s
destination set, we use two schemes to forward the message
to this destination: (1)wait: wait until meeting the destination;
(2) focus: forward the message to a higher probability level
node until arriving at the destination.

The major contributions of our work are as follows:

• We propose the notions of probability level and active
level to guide the construction of a multicast tree.

• We present a compare-split rule to balance the need
to deliver the message to multicast destinations quickly
while keeping the number of forwardings low.

• We develop an optimal split process at each branch of
the multicast tree.

• We evaluate the proposed scheme not only in synthetic
traces, but also in real mobility traces. The simulation
results show the good performance of the compare-split
scheme in DTN multicasting.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
reviews the related work. Section III is the preliminary work.
Section IV presents an overview of our multicasting scheme.
Section V provides some other methods. Section VI analyzes
these protocols. Section VII focuses on the simulation and
evaluation. We summarize the work in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Many multicast protocols have been proposed to address
the challenge of the frequent topology changes in mobile
ad hoc networks [10] and [11]. In general, there are two
types of multicasting protocols:tree-basedand mesh-based.
In tree-based approaches, eithersource-tree-based(such as
multicast extensions to open shortest-path first (MOSPF) [12],
protocol independent multicast (PIM) [13], distance vector
multicast routing protocol (DVMRP) [14], and multicast on-
demand distance vector routing protocol (MAODV) [15]), or
shared-tree-based(core based tree (CBT) [16]) approaches
are used. The former one constructs a multicast tree among
all the member nodes for each source node; usually this is a
shortest path tree. This kind of protocol is more efficient for the
multicast, but has too much routing information to maintain
and has less scalability. The latter one constructs only one
multicast tree for a multicast group including several source
nodes. The mesh-based method, on-demand muticast routing
protocol (ODMRP) [17], and forwarding group multicast pro-
tocol (FGMP) [18], is more robust through redundant paths.
Almost all protocols are based on building an infrastructure
(tree or mesh).

There has been recent works which consider multicasting
in DTNs. In the single node(also calledferry) model, one
single node holds all destinations and delivers them to each
destination at the contacts through movement. In [5], Zhao,
Ammar, and Zegura proposed the basic single node model
together with new semantics for DTN multicasting, which
explicitly specify temporal constraints on group membership

and message delivery. Yang and Chuah [6] presented a two-
stage single node model, where routes to destinations are first
identified through a ferry, followed by the message delivery
along the discovered routes. In [19], Wang, Li, and Wu studied
a dynamic version of the single node model. Although there is
only one single node that holds all destinations, the message
holder will only forward the message to a node that has
a higher quality, to all destinations. This approach is an
extension of thedelegation forwarding[20] used in DTN
multicasting.

In themultiple copies model, the destination set is replicated
at a contact once a certain condition related to the quality of the
encountered node is satisfied. In [19], the message holder (for
a particular destination) will replicate a copy to an encountered
node which has a higher quality with respect to the destination.
The number of copies can be controlled using a ticket-based
scheme [21]. In [7] and [8], the number of tickets (L initially)
is divided into halves for each forwarding. Thesingle copy
modelis similar to the multiple copies model. The difference
is that the original node does not maintain a copy. That is,
there is only one copy for each destination. In [9], Gao et al.
developed a single copy model where the forwarding metric
is based on the social network perspective.

In [7] and [8], Spyropoulos et al. also dealt with the situation
when the number of tickets is reduced to one:spray-and-wait
and spray-and-focus. In the spray phase, for every message
originating at a source node,L message copies are initially
spread - forwarded by the source and possibly other nodes
receiving a copy - toL distinct relays. In the next phase,wait
means that the holder will forward the message only to its
destination, whilefocusmeans a message can be forwarded to
a different relay according to a given forwarding criterion.

In this paper, we first apply the destination set splitting
proposed in this paper in DTN multicasting, which is based on
the single copy model. Our methods are all based on the tree
structure (but not necessarily shortest in the contact graph) in
order to reduce the number of forwardings and latency. When
there is only one destination in the destination set, we apply
wait and focusschemes in our solutions.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Objectives

The objective of this paper is to develop an efficient single-
copy multicasting scheme in DTNs. Single-copy multicasting
reduces the storage requirement of each node. Two perfor-
mance metrics are used: (1)number of forwardings: the
number of forwardings for a whole multicast process. This
can be considered as the cost for the multicast process; (2)
latency: the average duration between a message’s generation
and the arrival time at the last destination. Efficient multicast
means fewer number of forwardings and smaller latency.

B. System models

Assume there areN nodes in the whole network. The
destination set of a multicast is represented asD =
{1, 2, ..., n}. Each nodea is associated with a probability
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Fig. 1. An illustration of ratio-based-split.

vector(a1, a2, ..., an), whereai indicates the average number
of contacts that nodea meets destinationi in a given period
T . ai is also called contactprobability level for node i. The
active levelof nodea, Aa can be denoted by the number of
total contacts that nodea meets with all other nodes in the
network.

Aa =
N∑
i=1

ai

C. Challenges and main ideas

Probability level indicates the probability of reaching a
particular destination without further forwarding, whileactive
level indicates the likelihood of contacting other nodes toen-
hance the probability level through forwarding. The challenges
lie in the balancing of these two factors when two nodes meet.
In our single-copy multicast, the key is to decide when and
how a split should occur in constructing a multicast tree.

In this paper, we propose acompare-splitscheme at each
contact during the construction of a dynamic multicast tree.
The first step is the compare part, which determines when a
split should occur. When nodea with a destination subset has a
contact with nodeb without any destination subset, we set the
condition for splitting as follows: a split occurs when the sum
of the probability levels for all destinations associated with b
is higher than the one associated witha. The second step is
the split part, which decides how a split should be done. We
proposeratio-based-split, which splits the destination subset
based on active levels of two encountered nodes. We then
present anoptimal split algorithm, which splits the destination
subset based on the calculated ratio such that the combined
sum of probability levels at nodesa andb are maximized.

IV. COMPARE-SPLIT

In this paper, we propose acompare-splitscheme at each
contact during the construction of a dynamic multicast tree. In
this section, we will present the two steps of this method and
give an example to explain the whole process. The first step
is “compare”, which determines whether a split should occur.
The second step is “split”, which decides how a split should
be done.

A. Compare

The first step for our non-replication multicasting scheme is
compare. When nodea, with a subset of destinationsD′ ⊆ D,
has a contact with a new nodeb without any destination subset,
nodea will first sendD′ to nodeb and nodesa andb exchange
their probability vectors(a1, a2, ..., am) and (b1, b2, ..., bm)
upon their contact. After comparing these two nodes’ sum

of the probability levels for all destinations, if
m∑
i=1

bi >
m∑
i=1

ai,

then go to the nextsplit step.
Note that two rounds of exchanges are used. One round

can be saved by exchanging(a1, a2, ..., an) and(b1, b2, ..., bn).
(a1, a2, ..., am) and (b1, b2, ..., bm) can then be extracted lo-
cally.

B. Split

The second step issplit the destination set. Supposedi =
ai − bi is calledprobability differencebetween nodesa and
b for destinationi. The active levelsAa can be denoted by
the number of total contacts that nodea meets with all other
nodes.

Aa =
N∑
i=1

ai

The destination set splitting is based on the ratio of two
encounter nodes’ active level. The ratiok can be denoted as:

k = ⌈ Aa

Aa +Ab

×m⌉

1) Both a and b generate the probability difference vector
(d1, d2, ..., dm). Find thekth largest element inO(m)
operations using a generalselection algorithm[22].

2) Nodea keepsk nodes that have higher values than or
equal values to thekth largest element. In case of a tie,
when two probability differences are equal, node id is
used to break the tie.

3) Nodeb keepsm− k nodes that have lower values than
or equal values to thekth largest element.

In step (1) the optimal linear solution is used to find thekth
largest element. The whole split process is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. An example for ratio-based-split.

C. Example

We can use Fig. 2 as an example. Nodea, with a subset of
destinationsD′ = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, makes contact with nodeb
without any destination subset. First, nodea sendsD′ to node
b and they exchange their probability vectors(a1, a2, ..., a5) =
(5, 2, 13, 8, 15) and (b1, b2, ..., b5) = (3, 6, 10, 11, 14). After

calculation, we have
5∑

i=1

bi = 44 and
5∑

i=1

ai = 43. Hence, the

sum of the probability levels for all destinations associated
with b is higher than the one associated witha. Then, we go
to the second step. The active levels of nodea andb are 100
and 90, respectively.

We first calculate theprobability difference vector:

(d1, d2, ..., d5) = (2,−4, 3,−3, 1)

and ratio: k = ⌈ Aa

Aa+Ab

×m⌉ = 3.
Then, we use the selection algorithm to find thethird largest

number in probability difference vector, which is1.
After splitting the destination set, nodea keeps 3 desti-

nations:{1, 3, 5}, and destinations2 and 4 will be assigned
to node b. The combined probabilityof node a and b is

a1+a3+a5+ b2+ b4 = 50, which is larger than
5∑

i=1

ai = 43.

This means, using the compare-split algorithm can increase
the probability meeting with the destinations.

In contrast, in the usual greedy way of splitting process:
(1) possible split 1: nodea will keep the 3 largest probability
level destinations and assign all other destinations to node b.
In this example, nodea will keep destinations{3, 4, 5} and
assign destinations 1 and 2 to nodeb. After this process, the
combined probability of nodesa and b is a3 + a4 + a5 +
b1 + b2 = 45, which is smaller than using the compare-split
algorithm; (2) possible split 2: nodeb will get the 2 largest
probability destinations, and nodea keeps the rest. Hence,
after splitting, nodea keeps destinations{1, 2, 3} and nodeb
keeps destinations4 and 5. After this process, the combined
probability of nodesa andb is a1 + a2 + a3 + b4 + b5 = 45,
which is also smaller than the result we get by the compare-
split algorithm.

V. OTHER METHODS

There are many other methods that can be implemented
in the compare-splitrule. First, we will explain some con-
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Fig. 3. A sample of binary-split.

ditions in the compare phase. Then, we provide three other
schemes when splitting the destination set:random-binary-
split, median-binary-split, andpriority-based-split. Finally, we
will present two methods:wait and focus[7], [8], when there
is only one destination in the destination subset.

A. Compare

In the previous section, we use the threshold-based condi-
tion (when nodeb has a higher sum of the probability levels for
all destinations than nodea, a split will occur) in the compare
step. We also can use no condition for the first step. We will
compare these two methods in our simulation.

Another method is if nodeb already has a destination subset,
nodea and nodeb will combine their destination sets, then
split. It will increase the number of forwardings. We will also
compare this method with our scheme in our simulation.

B. Split

In the split step, we also have many other schemes:
binary-split (random-binary-split and median-binary-split)
andpriority-based-split.

1) Binary-split: In binary-split, we will not consideractive
level. The destination split will beequal partition. The binary-
split process is shown in Fig. 3: nodes{a, b, c, d, e} are relay
nodes and nodes{1, 2, 3} are destination nodes. When one
node meets a destination, it will first assign this destination to
it, then use the binary-split.

• random-binary-split: After meeting with nodeb, nodea
will give half of the destination subsetD′ to b randomly.
This means nodea keeps⌈m/2⌉ nodes and nodeb keeps
⌊m/2⌋ nodes.

• median-binary-split: In random-binary-split, message
holder a partitions the destinations randomly. It may
assign a destination to a node with a small probability
level to this particular destination. Hence, the multicast
process will have a large latency. We use another equal
partition, which is based on probability difference. We use
themedian of medians algorithm[22], a linear solution to
find the median of the probability difference vector. Then,
nodea keeps⌈m/2⌉ nodes that have higher values than
or equal values to the median, and nodeb keeps⌊m/2⌋
nodes that have lower values than or equal values to the
median.
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Median-binary-split can be viewed as a special case of ratio-
based-split when the active levels of two encounter nodes are
approximately the same.

2) Priority-based-split: another solution is for nodea to
keep the destinations with their probability difference values
higher than 0, and assign all other destinations to nodeb. This
means that only the destinations with higher probability levels
in nodeb than in nodea will be assigned to nodeb.

Priority-based-split is shown in Fig. 4. Initially, nodea takes
8 destinations{1, 2, ..., 8}. In the split phase, the copy arrives
at destinations{1, 2, 3} and destinations are assigned to nodes
{b, c, d, e, f, g}.

C. Wait and focus

When there is only one destination that is carried by node
a, we also have two strategies for forwarding decisions, as in
[7] and [8]:

• wait: Nodea will keep this destination until it meets the
particular destination.

• focus: Nodea will assign this destination only to a node
which has a high probability value for this destination.

VI. A NALYSIS

In this section, we will explain the optimal split process at
each branch of the multicast tree. Then, we analyze the benefit
considering probability level and active level at the same time.
Finally, we compare the difference among single node, single
copy, and multiple copies models.

A. Optimal split algorithm

Our major motivation using the non-replication multicasting
scheme in DTNs is to ensure the destinations can be split into
different paths. Each path has a relatively high probability to
reach the corresponding destination subset quickly. Then,mul-
tiple holders for destination nodes can search for destinations
in parallel. These solutions can reduce the multicast cost.The
number of forwardings is a major metric to measure the cost
of the multicasting process. Compare-split can also reducethe
latency in DTN multicasting.

SupposeDa is the destination subset kept in nodea and
Db is the destination subset assigned tob, we would like to
maximizecombined probabilityof a andb as follows:

max{
∑

i∈Da

ai +
∑

j∈Db

bj}

Theorem 1. SupposeDa andDb are two subsets, as results
of kth element partition.di = ai − bi is called probability
differencebetween nodesa and b for destinationi. Maximum
combined probability occurs when for eachi ∈ Da and j ∈
Db, di ≥ dj .

Proof. It is clear that any other partition (including optimal
one) can be generated through a sequence of swaps between
two elements, one each fromDa andDb. We show that each
swap will deteriorate the combined probability level. Suppose
i in Da andj in Db are swapped. Based on conditiondi ≥ dj ,
we haveai − bi ≥ aj − bj , or

ai + bj ≥ bi + aj

.
Note thatai+bj is the combined probability involving des-

tinationsi andj, whereasbj + ai is the combined probability
after the swap ofi and j. The theorem follows.

This optimal split algorithm can partition the destinations
to nodes with higher probability levels; hence, it can reduce
the number of forwardings and latency in DTN multicasting.

B. Probability level and active level

Both probability level and active level can be estimated
based on past contacts. In fact, each mobile node can start
with a predefined default value for both probability level and
active level. It then iteratively enhances its estimates based on
new contacts.

In this part, we analyze the necessity using probability
level and active level together for compare-split. We will
use a multicasting with two destinations,black and white
nodes, as an example to illustrate. Initially, nodea holds
both destinations. Considera is associated with a tapeT of
a sequence of numbered slots that hold contacts nodea has
with other nodes.

1) Case 1: Selecta’s T with four randomly selected distinct
slots: two for black and two for white. The process is called
a node’sT assignment. To see the reason under the same
condition (both for probability level and active level), itis still
better to split both destinations between nodesa and b than
let a keep both. We compare the following two approaches.
The completion time for non-split case is the maximum slot
number of the first white node and the first black node in node
a’s T . The completion time of the split case is the maximum
slot number of the first white node’s slot number ina’s T and
the first black node’s slot number inb’s T . The latter has a
shorter expected delivery time.

2) Case 2: To view the importance of probability level
during a split, consider a case wherea’s T has three black
slots and one white slot, whileb’s T has one black slot and
three white slots. Both nodesa and b have the same activity
level, and we can easily extend the argument from Case 1
to the fact that it is better to split. It is obviously better to



split No condition Threshold-based

median-binary-split 1 5
random-binary-split 2 6

ratio-base-split 3 7
priority-based-split 4 8

TABLE I
COMPARE-SPLIT-WAIT

split No condition Threshold-based

median-binary-split 9 13
random-binary-split 10 14

ratio-based-split 11 15
priority-based-split 12 16

TABLE II
COMPARE-SPLIT-FOCUS

assign the black destination to nodea and the white destination
to node b. Therefore, the priority-based-split algorithm is
important as each node (a or b) will increase its chance to
reach the corresponding destination directly, resulting in a
smaller latency. A larger probability level will also reduce the
number of forwardings as its probability level is more difficult
to be surpassed.

3) Case 3: To view the importance of active level during
a split, considera’s T with two black slots, two white slots,
and four red slots, andb’s T with two black, two white, and
no other slot. Although both nodesa and b have the same
probability levels to both destinations, nodea is twice as active
as nodeb. In this case,a has contacts with non-destination
nodes (red slots) which may have a better contact with
destinationa or b. In other words, destination(s) associated
with a will have a chance to be forwarded to a third node with
a better probability level toa and/orb. Therefore, it is better to
assign both destinations to nodea assuming the benefit from
the active status outweighs the benefit from split (as in Case
1).

C. Single node, single copy, and multiple copies models

The single node model uses the minimum number of for-
wardings (In fact, it is the same as the number of destinations.).
The delivery ratio can be an issue if the holder has a very
low probability level to a particular destination. Improvement
includes a delegation when an encountered node that has
better probability levels to all destinations. Like the single
node model, the single copy model also keeps one copy for
each destination, but it allows many holders. The number of
forwardings is moderate as each copy is forwarded only when
there is a better condition (based on the probability levels).
Latency is an issue; however, it can be easily traded with
delivery ratio as the destination set is quickly partitioned to
subsets with only a single node. Each holder can judiciously
determine whether and when to terminate a delivery process.

The multiple copies model includes flooding, which copies
the destination set at each node encountered. It is the fastest
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Fig. 5. Comparison of twocomparemethods.

approach, but incurs a sufficient number of copies per des-
tination. The number of copies can be controlled through
delegation (i.e., copy destination set only to ones with a
better condition). It still has5

3

√
N (N is the total number of

nodes in the network) [20] number of forwardings, even for
a destination set with one destination. TTL-based or ticket-
based approaches can control the number of copies, but it is
still a challenge to have a good estimate for TTL and ticket
numbers to assure delivery while controlling the number of
copies. Excessive copies also consume limited memory space
at each node, which can prevent and limit the support of
multiple flows.

VII. S IMULATION

In this section, we compare the performance of the schemes
we mentioned in the previous sections. The following metrics
are calculated in our simulation. Each simulation is repeated
1,000 times.

1. Average cost: the average number of forwardings for all
destinations to receive the multicast message.

2. Average latency: the average latency for all the delivered
destinations to receive the multicast message.

We will compare the multicasting schemes both in synthetic
and real traces.

A. Simulation methods and setting

We have used the traces not only in synthetic mobility
models, but also from real traces. We will compare the number
of forwardings and latency in each trace.

1) Synthetic mobility models:In synthetic mobility models,
we set up a 100-node environment. We set up two synthetic
traces: uniform and Gaussian distribution models.

(a) Uniform distribution model: In this model, we first
randomly select a node’s active level based on a uniform dis-
tribution model ranging between 50 and 200. Once the active
level of a node is selected, the active level is partitioned into
probability levels to all nodes. Suppose nodea’s probability
level to nodeb is k, then in a’s T , k slots are randomly
selected. Because we plan to examine the performance of equal
partition, we set the destination numbers as2i, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...}.
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Fig. 6. Comparison in uniform distribution model: compare-split-wait.
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Fig. 7. Comparison in uniform distribution model: compare-split-focus.

(b) Gaussian distribution model: In this model, we first
randomly select a node’s active level based on a Gaussian
distribution model withµ = 5, 000 and σ = 3, 000. The se-
lection of probability levels and contact slots follows thesame
process as in the uniform distribution model. The destination
number setting and measuring parameters are the same as the
uniform distribution model.

2) Real traces: We use the Intel and Cambridge traces
[23] in our simulation. These data sets consist of contact
traces between short-range Bluetooth enabled devices carried
by individuals.

(a) Intel trace: This trace includes Bluetooth sightings by
groups of users carrying small devices (iMotes) for six daysin
the Intel Research Cambridge Corporate Laboratory. There is
1 stationary node,8 nodes which are corresponding to mobile
iMotes, and118 nodes corresponding to external devices.
There are2, 766 contacts between these nodes. Their contacts
are random and the nodes’ active level and probability levels
are also random. In our simulation, we randomly set one of
these 9 nodes as the source, and choose other different nodes
as the destinations. The number of destinations is from2 to
8. We will compare these partition models in the number of
forwardings and latency.

(b) Cambridge trace: This trace includes Bluetooth sightings

by groups of users carrying small devices (iMotes) for six days
in the Computer Lab at University of Cambridge.12 nodes
are corresponding to iMotes, while211 nodes correspond to
external devices. In total, only12 iMotes could be used to
produce this trace. Others were suffering from hardware resets.
There are6, 732 contacts between these nodes. Their contacts
are random and the nodes’ active level and probability levels
are also random. In our simulation, we set1 node as the source
and choose different nodes as the destinations. The number of
destinations is from2 to 11. We will also compare the number
of forwardings and latency, as in the Intel trace.

B. Simulation Results

1) Compare:as we mentioned in Section 5, if one node has
a contact with a node which already has a destination subset,
another method will combine these two nodes’ destination
subsets together and split. From Fig. 5, we can see this
method increases the number of forwardings compared with
our method that just split the destination subset to a new node.
Hence, in the rest of this part we will not use this method.

We compare the number of forwardings and latency in 16
multicasting schemes, as shown in Tables I and II.

2) Results in synthetic mobility models:In uniform distri-
bution model, we compared the number of forwardings and
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Fig. 8. Comparison in Gaussian distribution model: compare-split-wait.
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Fig. 9. Comparison in Gaussian distribution model: compare-split-focus.

latency among these 16 solutions, as shown in Figs. 6 and
7. It shows ratio-based-split has the shortest latency among
these four schemes in all conditions (using threshold or not,
wait or focus) while priority-based-split has the fewest number
of forwardings. Median-binary-split is better than random-
binary-split. We use compare-split-focus with threshold-based
condition in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) to explain. Ratio-based-split
reduces 14% latency from priority-based-split and 16% from
binary-split in Fig. 7(b). Ratio-based-split, priority-based-split,
and median-binary-split have a similar number of forwardings
under these conditions in this model from Fig. 7(a). Using
the threshold-based condition to decise whether to split the
destination set can reduce the number of forwardings by about
9.4%. This means using the threshold-based condition can help
the message holder to meet higher probability nodes. Using
the wait scheme can reduce the number of forwardings, while
using the focus scheme can reduce the latency.

In Gaussian distribution model, ratio-based-split and binary-
split have better performance than priority-based-split in the
Gaussian distribution model, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Using
compare-split-focus with the threshold-based condition for ex-
ample, ratio-based-split has the best performance among these
four solutions. Compared with the number of forwardings,
it is 2% fewer than median-based-split, 16.4% fewer than
random-binary-split, and 33.2% fewer than priority-based-split

from Fig. 9(a). In Fig. 9(b), we know that ratio-based-split
has 8% shorter latency than median-binary-split, 10% shorter
latency than random-binary-split, and 12% shorter latency
than priority-based-split in this case. Using the threshold-
based condition can reduce the latency about 2.8% and reduce
the number of forwardings about 6.2% from no condition
in the compare step. Using wait can reduce the number of
forwardings about 60%, while using focus can reduce the
latency about 70% when there is only one destination in the
destination subset.

3) Results in real traces:In Intel trace, ratio-based-split
has a similar number of forwardings for each destination
as priority-based-split, but much shorter latency, about 22%
shorter, from Figs. 10 and 11. Using the threshold-based
condition in the compare step can reduce the number of
forwardings and latency. In the final step, when we want to
reduce the number of forwardings, we can choose wait, and
if we want to reduce the delay, we can use the focus scheme.

In Cambridge trace, ratio-based-split and priority-based-
split have similar performances in Figs. 12 and 13. Ratio-
based-split has shorter latency while priority-based-split has
fewer number of forwardings. These two schemes are both
better than binary-split.
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Fig. 10. Comparison in Intel trace: compare-split-wait.
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Fig. 11. Comparison in Intel trace: compare-split-focus.

C. Summary of simulation

We use non-replication multicasting schemes in DTNs. In
the uniform distribution model, ratio-based-split is better than
binary-split as the active levels of the nodes vary significantly.
Using ratio-based-split can assign the destinations to high
active level nodes, while binary-split does not consider the
active levels. In the Gaussian distribution models, ratio-based
split is better than priority-based-split as active levelsof the
nodes are more uniform. This phenomenon is predominate.
In two real traces, the active levels vary significantly. It
appears that the role of probability and active levels are both
very important. Hence, using priority-based-split and ratio-
based-split is better than binary-split. If the compare step
with threshold is used before splitting the destination set, the
number of forwardings and latency will both decrease. When
there is only one destination in the destination set, using the
wait scheme can reduce the number of forwardings while using
the focus scheme can reduce the latency.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we focused on developing a non-replication
multicasting scheme in DTNs. Ourcompare-split scheme
is based on the single copy model with the objective to
reach destinations quickly while minimizing total number of
forwardings. We proposed to use nodeactive leveltogether

with contactprobability level to determine when and how to
split a destination set during a contact. The split will occur
when the message holder has a contact with a node with the
sum of the probability levels for all destinations being higher
than the message holder. In the split process, we usedratio-
based-splitto split the destination set, then compared it with
random-binary-split, median-binary-split, andpriority-based-
split schemes. When there is only one destination left in the
destination set, we usedwait or focusto forward the message
to the destination. Then, we compared the performance of
these schemes both in synthetic traces and real traces. Trace
driven simulation results showed that compare-split with ratio-
based-split, which considers both probability and active lev-
els, has the best performance. Compare-split-wait has fewer
number of forwardings when compare-split-focus has shorter
latency. We believe that the results obtained from this paper
present the first step in exploiting destination set split rule
in single copy DTN multicasting. Future research can benefit
from our results by developing specific applications based on
the provided schemes in DTNs.
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Fig. 12. Comparison in Cambridge trace: compare-split-wait.
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Fig. 13. Comparison in Cambridge trace: compare-split-focus.
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